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In line with the advice given by the Welsh Assembly Government the majority 
of our team are currently working from home, but we all remain available 
should you need any assistance. We have key personnel who are still working 
in the Swansea office and the telephone lines are still open, but we still remain 
closed at present for face-to-face meetings with clients.  

We will keep in touch via telephone, email and video call, as the majority of 
our clients are comfortable with these forms of communications, and by now 
find that they are relatively easy to adopt. The likes of Zoom, Facetime or a 
Teamapp calls work extremely well, and can add a little more substance with 
familiar face on the screen.  

 

General Economic Overview 

Like much of 2020, the fourth quarter had several twists and turns that resulted in economic and market uncertainty. After 
a tumultuous and volatile year, the dangers of longer-term predictions could never be better illustrated.  After a huge hit to 
economic activity in the first half of the year economies, aided by huge monetary (central bank), and even more importantly 
government fiscal support, have started the long road to recovery. 

With further positive vaccine announcements, and some normal economic activity returning, certainty regarding Brexit, 
combined with the low level of interest rates, we believe that investors within our recommended products and portfolios are 
well placed. It has been a pleasure to hear clients delight at how well their investments are performing despite such volatile 
times. 

Rest assured that our investment portfolios are monitored closely, with all of the above factors considered and we stand 
with the conviction that they are best placed for the current environment. 

Retirement Announcement 

We would very much like to wish Trudie Nichols the very best in her retirement. Trudie joined the Portfolio team in 2013, 
after previously working for 26 years with Abbey National and Santander. Trudie is a well-known, and very well-respected 
adviser, and she will be greatly missed as part of our team. We were delighted to hear that last week Trudie welcomed a 
new grandson into the family, so we are sure this will keep her busy during her retirement!  

Congratulations to Rachel Davies  

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate our newly promoted Financial Adviser Rachel 
Davies who has recently passed her level 6 investment qualification. Rachel continues to build up her 
knowledge and experience towards her goals in achieving Chartered status. Many clients will have the 
pleasure of meeting Rachel in the months ahead. 

 
Portfolio Wealth Management was 
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Advisers in the UK by the FT Adviser 
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Market review and Outlook
Since the start of the year markets have been particularly volatile, and 
investor confidence has inevitably been knocked. Initially the main driver 
for the volatility seen was the inflationary pressures, which whilst still 
viewed as temporary has persisted longer than originally anticipated. 

In order to address the inflationary pressures, central banks including 
the Bank of England and the US Federal Reserve have in recent months 
moved to end quantitative easing and to raise interest rates. While this 
had initial positive effects, these were outweighed by concerns about 
the threat to longer-term economic growth. On reflection it is seen that the pandemic has caused a distortion 
between demand and supply for goods and services, which continues to be moderated as Covid restrictions are 
removed and it is anticipated that in the near-term we should see inflationary pressures start to ease.

More recently geopolitical risks around Ukraine have created tensions and unsettled markets leading to a not 
untypical sell-off of risk assets, reducing the valuations of investors’ portfolios. At the time of writing, Russia had 
commenced a full-scale invasion of the Ukraine leading to dramatic reactions from world markets, albeit losses 
are smaller than forecast in such an event. Worries exist in respect of energy supplies from Russia to Europe, 
but with a third of the nation’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) reliant of such export revenue, we are unlikely 
to see Russia ‘turning off the gas’. Broader consequences of the situation mean that the governments of NATO 
members across Europe are likely to see defence budgets creating potential future tax implications, and central 
governments taking a more restrained approach to rate rises.

Whilst short-term market volatility has impacted on valuations of investors’ portfolios, as always the key message 
is not to allow emotions to cloud investment decisions.  Over the medium to long term companies’ profitability 
and general economic growth will outweigh the effect of ‘conflict politics’, and the investors that should benefit 
most will be those that managed to hold their nerve.

Is now a good time to invest?
One of the hazards of investing is the occasional occurrence 
of ‘black swan’ events – unpredicted events that can lead to 
unusually large short-term stock market dislocation.  A black 
swan is a very rare bird; hence its application to describe 
events such as the Russian invasion of Ukraine.  History 
however shows that, over time, markets tend to recover.

Although periods of volatility are worrying, they can sometimes 
present opportunities for investors and the sooner you start 
investing, the sooner you have time on your side to produce 
potential long-term returns.  As the old investment adage goes, 
it’s about time in the market – not timing the market. This 
means committing your money to the markets and leaving it 
invested rather than waiting for what you might perceive to be 
the best time to invest. 

Please speak with your designated adviser, or call our office on 
01792 483860 for an initial discussion as to how we can help.



NEW STARTERS  

Despite the current climate we are delighted to confirm that during January 
we have appointed two new staff members, Sion Kenny and Sophie Smith. 
We would like to take this opportunity to welcome them both into the 
Portfolio family.  

Sophie Smith 

Sophie has previously worked in a paraplanner role and developed her passion 
for financial services whilst studying Business Management with Accounting 
and Finance at the University of West of England. Sophie holds the Level 4 
Diploma in Financial Planning and the Certificate in Discretionary 
Management. Sophie aims to continue to develop her knowledge, and would 
like to achieve the Level 6 Advanced Diploma. 

Outside of the office, Sophie enjoys running and cycling and would like to take 
part in the next Swansea half marathon.  Sophie also enjoys travelling and 
exploring new cultures.   

Sion Kenny 

During his time working within the financial services industry, Sion completed 
qualifications in business administration before completing the Level 3 
certificate in Financial Services and Investment Operations. Sion is currently 
studying toward a level 4 Diploma in regulated financial planning, 

Sion was born and raised in Swansea, having attended Bishop Gore 
Comprehensive School, and was previously a playing member of Mumbles 
RFC. 

Further Advancements  

We have recently adopted the Personal Finance Portal, an invaluable tool 
that will allow you to monitor your investments, and interact with us via a 
secure, online hub anywhere and on any device, this will be rolled out over the 
coming months. We will be in touch shortly with further information.  

In late 2020 we also launched our in-house Investment Trust which offers 
an opportunity to clients seeking greater diversity, it is suitable for clients who 
wish to have some exposure to a higher risk investment that can achieve higher 
growth potential.   

Last, but not least, our Website will be getting a significant update later this 
month. Click on to www.portfolio.org.uk . You may also wish to follow us on 
both Facebook and LinkedIn where we regularly provide updates, reviews and 
news.  
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A reminder to you all to ensure that 
you have made the most of your 
available allowances before the tax 
year end on April 5th. 

Toped up your ISA? 

Is your Pension fully funded? 

Made use of the Annual gift 
allowance for IHT? 

Invest in a VCT or EIS 
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Managing your risk
Risks of stock market movements can be reduced by investing in 
a broad range of asset classes across the globe. No matter 
when you invest, losses to one investment could be 
offset by gains to another because they won’t react 
in the same way to economic shocks. Over time, 
this could reduce the impact of volatility on your 
investments’ performance. At Portfolio Wealth 
Management we have many years’ experience of 
managing risk on behalf of our clients, primarily using 
portfolios with broad geographic and asset class 
diversification. Please speak with us to learn more about our 
approach.

The value of investments, and any income from them, can fall and you may get back less 
than you invested. Neither simulated nor actual past performance are reliable indicators of 
future performance. Investment values may increase or decrease as a result of currency fluctuations. Information 
contained in this document is believed to be reliable and accurate, but without further investigation cannot be
 warranted as to accuracy or completeness.

The tax year end approaches
With the tax year end (5th April) on the horizon, 
taking action now may give you the opportunity to 
take advantage of any remaining reliefs, allowances 
and exemptions, and our qualified advisers can 
discuss and advise you on the most suitable 
options on an individual basis. 

Our initial meetings are at no cost, and can be held 
in our office, your home, or via a video or telephone 
conversation should you have Covid concerns. 

Please contact your adviser, or call our office on 
01792 483860, to arrange a meeting.

Welcome back to our office
Wales returned to Coronavirus Alert Level 0 on 28th 
January 2022, meaning that most of the rules on social-
ising have now ended.  We have slowly been welcoming 
back clients to our office in SA1 Waterfront, Swansea 
and continue to take measures to ensure that the risk of 
spreading the virus is limited.

A further announcement by the Welsh First Minister
is scheduled for 4th March 2022, at which time it is 
anticipated that most of the remaining restrictions in 
place will be lifted.  We therefore extend an invitation 
to all our clients to meet with their designated adviser
at our premises, but would ask that this be on a 
pre-arranged basis to ensure availability of meeting space.

We look forward to seeing you.


